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Abstract - The distance between two vertices u  and v in a graph G  equalsthe length of a shortest path from u  to v . A set 

D of verticesis distance-2 dominating if every vertex not belonging to D  is atdistance at most two of a vertex in D .The 

distance-2 domination number of a graph G , denoted by )(2 G , is the minimum cardinality of adistance-2 dominating 

setinG .Notethat in general to determine the number )(2 G in a graph Gis NP-complete even if G is bipartite [4]. Here we 

focus on the trees. For 1n , let )(n be the set of trees T  satisfying nT )(2 . In thispaper, we provide a constructive 

characterization of )(n  for all 1n . 

 

Index Terms - Distance-2 Dominating Set, Distance-2 Domination Number. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

One of the fastest growing areas within graph theory 

is the study of domination and related subset 

problems. The decision problem of determining the 

domination number for arbitrary graphs is NP-

complete [4]. The theory of distance dominating set 

was propsed by Slater [7] in  1976. The distance 

between two vertices u  and v in a graph G  equalsthe 

length of a shortest path from u  to v . A set D of 

verticesis distance-k dominating if every vertex not 

belonging to D  is atdistance at most k of a vertex in 

D .The distance-k domination number of a graphG , 

denoted by )(Gk , is the minimum cardinality of 

adistance-k dominating setinG .Recently, it was then 

extensively studied thedistance-k domination 

number )(Gk for various classes of graphs G  in the 

literature (see [2],[3],[5],[6],[7],[9]). 

Sridharan, Subramanian, and Elias[8]  obtain various 

upper bounds for )(2 G  and characterize the classes of 

graphs attaining these bounds.Here we focus on the 

trees. For 1n , let )(n be the set of trees T  

satisfying nT )(2 . In thispaper, we provide a 

constructive characterization of )(n  for all 1n . 

 

II. PRELIMINARY 

 

All graphs considered in this paper are finite, 

loopless, and without multiple edges. For a graph G,  

V(G) and E(G) denote the vertex set and the edge set 

of G, respectively.  A u-v path vvvvuP k  ,...,,: 21
 of 

G is a sequence of k vertices in Gsuch that 

)(1 GEvv ii 
 for 1,...,2,1  ki . Denote by

nP  a n-path 

with n vertices. The length of 
nP  isn-1. For any two 

vertices u and v in G , the distancebetweenuandv, 

denoted by ),( vudistG
, is the minimumlength of all 

u-v paths  in G.The (open ) neighborhood )(vNG
  of a 

vertex v is the set of vertices adjacent to v in G, and 

the close neighborhood ][vNG
 is 

}.{)(][ vvNvN G  For any subset 

),(GVA denote )()( vNAN GAvG    and  

][][ vNAN GAxG   . The degree of v is the cardinality of 

)(vNG
, denoted by )(deg vG

.A vertex x is said to be 

leafif .1)(deg xG
 A vertex of G is a  support  vertex 

if it is adjacent to a leaf in G. We denote L(G) and 

U(G) the collections of all leaves and support vertices 

of G, respectively.  A vertex )(GLv  is an internal 

vertex of G  if  2),( xvdistG
  for some leaf x of G. 

The set )(GI  is the collection of all internal vertices 

of  G .  A distance-2 dominating set D  of G called a 

2 -set if )(|| 2 GD  . We call a 
2 -setD of a graph G 

is a (int)2 ) –set if )(GID .  For two different sets 

A and B, written A-B is the set of all elements of A 

that are not elements of B. For an edge )(GEe  , 

the  deletion ofefrom G is the graph G-e obtained by 

removing the edge e.For a subset )(GVA ,  the 

deletion of  A  from G  is the graph G-A obtained by 

removing all vertices in A and all edges incident to 

these vertices. The union of two disjoint graphs 
1G  

and 
2G  is the graph

21 GG   with vertex set 

)()()( 2121 GVGVGGV    and edge set 

)()()( 2121 GEGEGGE   .  A  forest is a graph 

with no cycles, and a tree is a connected forest. For 

other undefined notions, the reader is referred to [1] 

for graph theory. We introduce the graph 

),,;(
~

CBAzS . The end-tree ),,;(
~* CBAzST   of a tree 

T is a subtree with a center z such that the following 

all hold (see Figure 1). 

 

1. 2),( zvdistT
 for every vertex v of 

*T . 

2. )()( *
* TLzNA

T
  with cardinality .|| aA   
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3. AzNB
T

 )(*  with cardinality 1||  bB . 

4. ATLC  )( *  with cardinality .|| bcC   

5. The subgraph )(' *TVTT   is a tree and  || *T  is 

as large as possible. 

 

 
Figure 1:  The end-tree ),,;(

~* CBAzST  . 

 

Lemma 1.Suppose T is a tree  and )(TI , then 

there exists a (int)2 -set  of  T. 

Proof.LetD be a 2 -set of  T. Note that .)( TI If 

D is a (int)2 -set of T, then we are done. So we 

assume that )}(,:{1 TIwDwwI   is not empty. 

Let ),'(),(':'{2 wwdistTIwwI T is as small as 

possible}.  Since D is a 
2 -set of  T, this implies that 

.2 DI   Let .)( 21

* IIDD   So .|||| * DD  Since  

],[][ 21 INNINN TTTT  we have  ).(]][[ * TVDNN TT   

Hence 
*D  is a (int)2 -set of  T.□ 

 

Lemma 2.Let ),,;(
~* CBAzST  be an end-tree of a 

tree T and )(' *TVTT   , where 2)(2 T . If  P is 

a longest path of T and )(PVz , then 

.1)()'( 22  TT   

Proof.Let nT )(2 and 
11100 ,,,...,,,: xywzyxP , 

where ).(,, *

00 TVzyx  Since )(PVz , this implies 

that .)()'( 22 nTT    Suppose, by contradiction,  

.)'(2 nT   Assume that ,' *TTuvT   where 

)'(TVu  and ).( *TVv  Since 

,)()'( 22 nTT   this means that 

2),( zudistT
 and .Cv  Note that *T is an end-

tree of  T, then u is an internal vertex of 'T . Thus 

there exists a (int)2 -set 'D  of  'T satifying 'Du  

and }]]{'[[ '' uDNNu TT  . So there exists a vertex 

2w  in 'D  satisfying 

),,(23),( 2 zudistwudist TT  where 

).(2 PVw  Since 'D  is a (int)2 -set  of  'T , the 

vertex ).'(2 TIw   Hence there exists a leaf 2x  

satisfying 

).,(452),(),( 022 xudistwudistxudist TTT 

Hence we have another path 

111222 ,,,...,,...,,,:' xywuwyxP  in T , where 

1|||'|  PP . This contradicts thatP is a longest path 

of T. Hence .1)()'( 22  TT  □ 

 

Lemma 3.Let ),,;(
~* CBAzST  be an end-tree of a 

tree T and )(' *TVTT   , where 2)(2 T . If  P is 

a longest path of T and )(PVz , then 

.1)()'( 22  TT   

Proof.Let .)(2 nT  By Lemma 2, we have 

.11)()'( 22  nTT   Suppose, by contradiction, 

2)'(2  nT . Let  'D  be a 2 -set D of 'T . Then 

}{' zDD  is a distance-2 dominating set of T , 

so 11)2(1|'|||)(2  nnDDTn  . 

This is a contradiction, thus 

.1)'(2  nT Hence .1)(1)'( 22  TnT  □ 

 

III. MAIN THEOREM 

 

In this section, we provide a constructive 

characterization of )(n  for all 1n . First we 

introduce three operations. 

 

Operation O1.  Assume )'(TVu , add a new tree 

),,;(
~* CBAzST   and the edge uv , where  Cv . 

 

Operation O2.   Assume )'(TLu , add an end-

tree ),,;(
~* CBAzST  and the edge uv , where  

Av or .Bv . 

 

Operation O3.   Assume )'(TIu , add an end-tree 

),,;(
~* CBAzST   and the edge uz . 

 

Let )1( be the trees ),,,;(
~

CBAzS  where 

1||||  BC . Let   be the collection of the trees T 

whichare obtained from a sequence 

TTTTT kk   ,,...,),1( 121
 and, if 

1,...,1  ki , 1iT  can be obtained recursively from 

iT  by one of theoperations O1-O3. Suppose )(n is 

the collection of all trees T satisfying 

.)(2 nT   We want to prove that )()( nn   for 

.1n  The following Theorem  is the main theorem. 

 

Theorem 1. For ,1n ).()( nn   

For every tree )(nT  , then nT )(2  and 

).(nT   Hence )()( nn   for all  .1n On 

theother hand, We will prove  )()( nn   in the 

followinglemma. 

Lemma 4. For ,1n )()( nn  . 
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Proof.We can see that )1()1(  . Suppose 

)(nT  and )(nT   such that n is as small as 

possible. Then .2n  Let ,...',,,,: 11 wwzyxP be a 

longest path of T. Suppose ),,;(
~* CBAzST  is an 

end-tree of T and )(' *TVTT  , by Lemma 3,  

.11)()'( 22  nTT   Thus )1('  nT , by 

the hypothesis,  )1('  nT . Assume that 

*' TTuvT  , where )'(TVu  and ).( *TVv  

We consider three cases. 

 

Case 1. .Cv  Then  T can be obtained 

from )1('  nT  by the Operation O1. So 

)(nT  . This is acontradiction. 

 

Case 2. Av or .Bv  Since ),,;(
~* CBAzST  is 

an end-tree of Tand )( *TVu , this means that 

).'(TLu  Then  T can be obtained 

from )1('  nT  by the Operation O2. So 

)(nT  . This is acontradiction. 

 

Case 3. v= z. Since ),,;(
~* CBAzST  is an end-tree of  

Tand )( *TVu , this means that ).'(TIu  Then  T 

can be obtained from )1('  nT  by the Operation O3. 

So )(nT  . This is acontradiction. 

By Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3, we have that 

)()( nn   for all .1n □ 

As an immediate consequence of Lemma 4, we 

obtain the Theorem 1. Hence we provide a 

constructive characterization )(n of )(n  for all 

.1n  
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